
Hearty Rise Storage Bag for Fishing Tools 
Water-resistant

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-HB-2709

A unique bag designed specially designed for storing 
and transporting fishing accessoires.

Weight: 0.27 kg
29,00 € * 29,00 €

Efficiency and protection - The Hearty Rise fishing bag

Clear visibility - direct access to fishing supplies

The Hearty Rise fishing bag is characterised by its clear PVC top, which allows you to grasp the contents 
without delay. So you don't lose any time when it counts and have the tools you need right at your fingertips.

Water-resistant storage - protection from the elements

Equipped with first-class, water-resistant PVC, the water-resistant fishing bag protects your equipment 
from moisture and rain. With this bag, you can brave the weather and enjoy your passion for fishing to the 
full.

Designed for the Bakkan - a seamless unit

The Hearty Rise Safe Bag is designed as the ideal complement to your Bakkan system and fits perfectly 
into it. This makes organising and transporting your equipment an effortless pleasure.

Uncomplicated storage - one large compartment for everything

Thanks to a spacious inner compartment, the storage bag offers enough space for all your fishing 
accessories. With no dividers, you can enjoy maximum flexibility when stowing your tackle.



Robust and reliable - built to last

The durable PVC material, reinforced by solid zips and carrying handles, makes the Hearty Rise fishing bag
a reliable companion for countless fishing adventures.

Impressive specifications

Material: Robust, water-repellent PVC for long-term use
Dimensions: A handy size of 25x16x12cm for easy transport
Colour scheme: Deep black with the iconic Hearty Rise logo
Interior: A spacious main compartment that comfortably holds your gear

Rely on the Hearty Rise fishing bag and experience how a bag can improve your fishing experience. This 
bag promises not only organisation and protection, but also ease of use - leaving you more time for what 
really matters: catching fish.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

